
AUTHORITY IN A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM

In William Shakespeareâ€™s A Midsummer Nightâ€™s Dream, people have different authorities: Egeus can arrange
Hermiaâ€™s life, Oberon can order all of the fairies to do his will, and Theseus can rule Athens. Egeus ruins his
relationship between himself and his daughter, because he forces.

These young lovers stand on the boundaries of the law; like many adolescents, Lysander and Hermia rebel
against authority, in this case, by refusing to accept Theseus' laws and, instead, planning to escape from
Athenian tyranny. Theseus distrusts the nature of love and its effect on people as he states in the following
passage: I never may believe these antic fables or these fairy toys. Besides weaving together various themes,
the play is also intriguing as a spectacle of dance, music, and costume. While in some productions the
Bottom-Titania relationship is portrayed as a mere infatuation and flirtation, others choose to push the
relationship to more lustful, sexual implications. The private theaters of Shakespeare's day offered a definite
alternative to the more common public playhouse. That hope always triumphs over experience. His statement
seems to discount his own position as lover of Hippolyta; as a reasonable man, does he qualify as a lover?
This tension within the world of the play is matched in its construction: in performance it can at times seem
riotous and out of control, and yet the structure of the play shows a clear interest in symmetry and patterning
The play has also seen many famous, and often infamous, interpretations. In A Midsummer Night's Dream the
apparently anarchic tendencies of the young lovers, of the mechanicals-as-actors, and of Puck are restrained by
the "sharp Athenian law" and the law of the Palace Wood, by Theseus and Oberon, and their respective
consorts. Basingstoke: Macmillan,  At last, Theseus, the duke of Athens, also has a strong power to control
people. He preferred, instead, to use words to set the mood. Shakespeare is concerned with the relationship
between imagination and reality and with the way our emotions alter our perceptions. The belief that any
action can be excused if one follows one's feelings is a sentimental notion that is not endorsed by Shakespeare.
Lovers and madmen have such seething brains, Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend More than cool reason
ever comprehends For example, the Beerbohm Tree production had live rabbits hopping around the stage,
while Peter Brook's production was presented on a bare stage that looked like a big white box. In choosing a
play for the wedding festivities, he does not select the most skillful performers, but those who present their art
with simplicity, duty, and modesty. The Elizabethan Theater Attending the theater in Shakespeare's time was
quite unlike attending a professional performance today. Love looks, not with the eyes, but with the mind
Public performances generally started in the mid-afternoon so spectators could return home by nightfall. An
example of a higher power would be a cupid, a flying angel-type creature who is supposed to shoot arrows at
people to make them fall in love. To emphasize further the connections between the different groups, many
modern directors of the play cast the same actor for the roles of Theseus and Oberon, and for those of
Hippolyta and Titania. Theseus should discuss with Egeus or convince Egeus why he makes this decision. The
four stories all happen somewhereâ€¦. Because of weather, plague, Puritan opposition, and religious
observances, theaters often advertised on a day-to-day basis unlike today when we know in advance the dates
a show will run. As You Like It. While this world provides an enticing sojourn for the lovers, it is also
dangerous. Although having authority is good, sometimes it could also cause losses, make people
self-righteous and neglect others. Shakespeare also used the theme of conflict with authority to set the mood of
the play. Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires. Author: Brandon Johnson. The play they chose to
perform, the story of Pyramus and Thisbe, contains a conflict very similar to the one Hermia and Lysander
face. The interaction of this eclectic array of characters â€” from the classically Greek royalty such as Theseus
derived from Plutarch's tale of "Theseus" in his Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans to more traditionally
Celtic fairies such as Puck â€” emphasizes Shakespeare's facility in using elements of the old to create
something completely new. Please use my convenient contact form and I will respond with my email and
phone. While this freedom for a women seems to challenge the patriarchal society, these are still rights only
reserved for men, and, for the play to end, all must be restored to its original social order, without any real
change being made. Female desire as a sexual entity in conflict with the patriarchy is also discussed by the
male characters of As You Like It through the common mention of cuckoldry. Public theaters varied in shape
circular, octagonal, square , yet their purpose was the same: to surround a playing area in such a way as to
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accommodate a large number of paying spectators. Theme While the play rejoices in the magical power of
love to transform our lives, it also reminds us of love's excesses and foolishness.


